Soccer

Do you want to learn about soccer? I love soccer because my brother Josh played for special
olympics 1 time and he went to state games and he rode a tour bus down to Detroit.Soccer is
fun to play but you can get tired out after you play.

Chapter 1
There are lots of rules in soccer.The rules in soccer are no using your hands, fouls which are
when you hurt someone in soccer,no fighting,free kicks a free kick is when someone trips you
and you get a free kick,penalty kicks is when you shot in front of the goal. Rules are to keep you
safe so the game is fare.

Chapter 2
There are things that you need to use for soccer.When you play Indoor soccer you need indoor
shoes, fake grass,glass, walls. You need indoor shoes so you don't mess up the floor. You need
fake grass so you can have lines so you know how fear to be from the goal. You need glass so
the soccer ball does not go flying outside. You need walls to keep the roof up. You can not play
soccer unless you do not have the stuff to play with for soccer.

Chapter 3
There are things that you need to wear.What you wear for soccer is cleats,indoor
shoes,jerseys,socks,shin guards. You need cleats so you don't slip and fall on the ground. You
need indoor shoes for indoor soccer. You need to wear jerseys so people know what number
you are. You need socks so your feet are comfortable in your shoes. You need to wear shin
guards so your knees do not hit the ground really hard. You really need to wear the stuff so you
do not get hert.

Chapter 4
You need supplies to play soccer.The supplies you need is a ball,a bag to put the balls
in,goals,and a bunch for the people who are sitting out of the soccer.
Soccer is the most fun sport. Mabey you could sign up for soccer some day.

THE END

